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info@vilanculosbeachlodge.com  •  www.vilanculosbeachlodge.com  •  +258 84 400 8484  •  +258 85 064 1095

It could be you 
admiring that view, soaking up the 
Mozambican sun with sand between your toes. 

It could be you unwinding in our tranquil spa or 
escaping to our lush gardens to read that book 
you’ve been meaning to. 

It could be you staying in one of our deluxe 
bungalows and enjoying gourmet dishes from 
our al fresco restaurant. 

It could be you snorkelling in the clear blue 
waters of the Bazaruto Archipelago,  horse-riding 
on the coast, sailing to tropical islands right on 
our doorstep, experiencing the local sights and 
aromas with cultural tours, and so much more.

It could be you. 
It should be Vilanculos Beach Lodge.

NEED A BREAK IN PARADISE?
V I L A N C U LO S  B E A C H  LO D G E  O F F E R I N G  A F FO R D A B L E 
E XC LU S I V I T Y A N D  P R I C E L E S S  M O M E N T S .  YO U R  R E A L I T Y 
AT V B L-  A B R E E Z E   I N  YO U R  H A I R  A N D  S A N D  I N  YO U R  TO E S .

• 21 x Bungalows
• 1 x Family Suite 
• Fully air-conditioned en-suite 

rooms
• WiFi
• Al fresco restaurant 
• Well stocked bar
• Activity centre
• Express spa 
• Conference centre 
• Small intimate wedding 

ceremonies 
• 24 hour security
• Front desk assistance with activity 

bookings
• Complimentary non motorised 

water sports 
• Complimentary airport transfers
• Complimentary welcome cocktail
• 15 minute jet lag massage for all 

minimum 4 nights stay

https://www.vilanculosbeachlodge.com/
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CLASSIC & CONTEMPORARY FRENCH FUSION

Elegantly appointed and located in the quaint village of Franschhoek, Le coin Francais, both in concept and name, pays 
homage to the essence of this breathtaking valley as expressed in its cuisine, heritage, ar t and some of the finest 
wines in the country. Featuring state-of-the-art culinary techniques embodied in elegant time-tested French cuisine,  
Le coin Francais offers two fine-dining menu options for lunch and dinner, coupled with outstanding pairing options. 
An a la car te menu complements the two fine-dining menu options for lunch, served inside the restaurant or on the 

terrace, with the same caliber and sophistication of cuisine.

C: 074 126 0022     |    E: reservations@lecoinfrancais.co.za    |    A: 17 Huguenot Rd, Franschhoek, 7690

https://lecoinfrancais.co.za/
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Art@Africa 
is about 

honest art.
 

We endeavour to share 
our wonderful and rich 
South African Art with 

the world.

We challenge ourselves to 
communicate and to create 
meaningful and memorable art 
experiences in our galleries, and to 
touch the souls of our audience.

With 31 years international experience 
in art directing, creating museums 
and edutainment centres, we invest in 
young talent, displaying them amongst 
the crème de la crème to create an 
atmosphere of intertwined new and 
established talent.

The rapidly evolving South African Art world 
is more vibrant than ever before and we are 
a very active part of it.

Images
Top left: Art@Africa Cape Town – Clocktower 
V&A Waterfront 
Middle: Art@Africa Franschhoek – Hugenot Road 2
Left: Art@Africa Hermanus – Harbour Square 

www.artatafrica.art   |    wecare@artatafrica.art   |   082 7741078   |    IG: @artatafrica

https://www.artatafrica.art/
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They say that “good things come to 
those who wait”.

I would like to believe that good 
things come to those who heed the call 
of inspiration, put in the hours, make 
the sacrifices, and are not afraid to 
dream big.

The world revolves around the great 
thinkers, as much as it depends on 
the rest of us, or humanity would not 
progress, as significantly as it has, since 
the 20th century.

One such great thinker is the 
inimitable South African boykie, Star 
Wars geek, and one of the greatest 
thinkers of our time, Elon Musk. 
Disrupting everything from cars to 
robotics, how we look at the world 
and how we will live in it in the future, 
this modern-day savant with the droll 
sense of humour, has also turned his 
gaze to artificial intelligence (AI) for 
autonomous driving purposes, which 
is the focus of our technology feature 
in this edition of SkyNews. Not content 
with merely perfecting old tech, Musk is 
determined (as he is with all his projects) 
to reinvent what is not invented yet, by 
finding ways to incorporate human-

like functionality into his autonomous 
driving technology.

Naturally, not all pioneers are of the 
billionaire variety; some make a big 
difference on a smaller scale.

On the environmental front, we 
consider the oceans and what it takes 
to protect our marine resources for 
future generations, by celebrating 
South Africa’s first Marine Protected 
Areas Day. Then we trek inland in KZN, 
where some of the country’s most epic 
mountain bike trails can be found.

Our journey also leads to discovering 
new ways of working, investing in 
business for the future, and finding our 
feet, 10,000 steps at a time.

Wherever you find greatness, 
whenever your motivation happens, 
I hope that this edition of SkyNews 
magazine encourages you on your 
own journey, so that we may one day 
find inspiration from the difference you 
have made.
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Lifestyle

Lower Alcohol Lavishness 
Keeping in trend with a more mindful lifestyle, Durbanville Hills 
has launched new light Chenin Blanc and Shiraz wines that 
contain 9% alcohol and are 30% lower in calories. Determined 
to create low alcohol wines that don’t compromise on taste or 
quality, while showcasing their cool-climate terroir, and is a joy 
to drink, Durbanville Hills investigated several options, including 
experimenting with different methods of de-alcoholisation. 
Although the Chenin Blanc grapes were harvested earlier than 
normal, they retained flavour even at a lower sugar level. The wine 
was made following the same methods as the full-alcohol wines. 
A block of Shiraz grapes with thin skins and naturally lower tannin 
levels was hand-selected for the red. Some de-alcoholisation was 
done in-cellar, before blending with the rest of the wine. The taste 
is fruit-forward and well-balanced, and retains the cool climate 
elegance that Durbanville Hills’ wines are known for. Available for 
approximately R79.99/bottle. www.durbanvillehills.co.za 

Inspired by the Dickies Heritage
Dickies presents a range of clothing, footwear, and accessories 
inspired by its heritage over 90 years. Dickies heritage is also 
heightened by its strong following and brand history the world 
over. By utilising fit functionality, fashion and most importantly, 
quality, Dickies offers seasonal ranges comprising tees, jackets, 
jeans, and trousers together with awesome footwear, headwear, 
and backpacks. Dickies’ workwear-inspired clothing is embraced 
by young and older alike, individuals of all age groups and walks 
of life who choose to embrace the brand. Born from American 
roots, Dickies remains authentic, uncomplicated, and a little 
rough around the edges, just like the people who wear them. 
Visit www.dickies.co.za and follow @dickiesafrica.

Cooking shouldn’t be a chore. It is the one activity that 
unites family and friends and brings culinary magic to life. 
The kitchen connects the people who matter most in our 
lives, and the hansgrohe Talis M54 kitchen mixers make a 
true meal of world-class design in this special space. The 
Talis M54 is not just a tap; when paired with a freestanding 
kitchen island and built-in sink, its smooth, elongated high arc 
design makes open-plan living and socialisation more natural 
than ever. The Talis’ slender but unobtrusive silhouette is 
uncompromising, and is available in beautiful matt black and 
sleek chrome finishes. Talis M54 mixers complement marble, 
granite, veneer, or wood finishes equally, while sustainable 
EcoSmart technology reduces water consumption by up  
to 60%. www.hansgrohe.co.za 

Rediscover Joy in the Kitchen

http://www.durbanvillehills.co.za  
http://www.dickies.co.za
http://www.hansgrohe.co.za
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Positioned in the most romantic valley on earth, 
Franschhoek Country House & Villas is an exclusive 
boutique hotel reminiscent of a village in Provence yet 
with an elegant Cape sensibility.  Set in gardens of 
lemon trees, lavender and vines – with fynbos draping 
the nearby mountains – the original, charming country 
maison includes 14 standard and luxury rooms as 
well as the award-winning Monneaux Restaurant 
while the 12 Villa suites are havens of privacy & 
understated opulence.  Swimming pools, a candle-lit 
cellar, a treatment room and sun-down verandas are 
all a traveller needs as you live la vie extraordinaire.

For current special offers and packages visit
www.fch.co.za

 
tel: +27 (0)21 876 3386 | email: info@fch.co.za

https://www.fch.co.za/
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Travel

Living the Legacy Lifestyle

Great Plains Culinary Safari

With more than 250 partners and 1.2 million members, Legacy 
Lifestyle is South Africa’s largest open-loop loyalty programme. 
Recent enhancements to the programme make it easier and more 
affordable for South Africans to live, stay, and play at Legacy Hotels & 
Resorts, and spend their cash-back rewards at a vast range of partners 
– including The Cross Trainer, Dis-Chem Pharmacies, L’Occitane, 
Bogart Man, Spur, Pick n Pay, Superbalist, and more. Since 2011, the 
Legacy Lifestyle rewards programme is free to join and offers cash-
back rewards in the form of Lifestyle Rands (1 LR equals 1 LR) that can 
be earned at one partner and spent at any other partner. Lifestyle 
Rands can also be spent at Legacy Hotels & Resorts properties on 
accommodation, game drives, food, beverages, spa treatments and 
products, in-store or online at www.legacylifestyle.co.za. 

Set to depart in early April 2022, this Epicurean & Safari Experience 
is a patchwork of culinary surprises. Set in the beautiful Cape, and in 
the wilderness of the Okavango Delta in Botswana, together with the 
Cape Grace and Great Plains Conservation, this unforgettable eight-
day Culinary Safari promises to tantalise the tastebuds while you enjoy 
beauty and nature. If you are eager to try new culinary experiences, 
and crave an African adventure, then this once-in-a-lifetime trip is for 
you! With only ten places available, this pre-arranged trip is suitable 
for individuals or a group of friends or family who share the same 
passion for “the good life”. With one set departure date, why not grab 
this opportunity to immerse yourself in a new  foodie culture and 
reawaken your dormant senses? www.greatplainsconservation.com

Wigwam Glam  
under a Rising Moon

A sun-kissed coastline with pristine sandy beaches and 
an awe-inspiring canvas of endless turquoise ocean… 
Paternoster, one of the oldest towns along the West Coast, 
is fast becoming known as the St Tropez of South Africa. 
Located 90 minutes from Cape Town, Paternoster provides 
an ideal location to explore the West Coast. With its cultural 
charm on display in the fisherman style village architecture, 
breathtaking sunsets, and unique experiences, Paternoster is 
an oasis where past and present entwine. One such unique 
experience demands attention. Farr Out Guesthouse offers 
two luxurious guest rooms, and one self-catering holiday 
apartment. For heightened enchantment, we recommend 
the Wigwam Rising Moon. This is the perfect merging of 
the great outdoors and 5-star hotel living. The wigwam is 
adorned with all the home comforts and luxuries to ensure 
an unforgettable experience. www.farrout.co.za

KAPAMA KARULA - A PLACE AWAY FROM TIME

BOOK YOUR STAY TODAY

With its light, airy, open spaces, views from every angle, Karula is truly the pride of Kapama as the flagship lodge.
Each of the glass-wrapped villas has a private outside deck area, a full-sized heated pool and lounger to relax in.

Reservations: 012 368 0600           Website: www.kapama.com          Email: res@kapama.com

LUXURY VILLAS | AWARD WINNING SPA | BIG FIVE SAFARIS

http://www.legacylifestyle.co.za
http://www.farrout.co.za
https://www.kapama.com/kapama-karula/
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Come and Taste the Garden Route, Explore our Diversity, Experience our culture, Tee-Off for a Hole of a lifetime, 
push your adventure limits, and go wild on your own terms from the Karoo to the Coast. The Garden Route & Klein 
Karoo, stretches from Witsand to Plettenberg Bay, right around to Oudtshoorn as well as Calitzdorp and Ladismith on 
the infamous R62. Situated about 280km from Cape Town and is one of South Africa’s richest treasures, where you 
can lose yourself in nature, between majestic mountain ranges, breathtaking views, a natural garden of rich, colourful 
vistas, with valleys and lakes, rivers and forests, with miles upon miles of beautiful, white sandy beaches, a brilliant 

blue coastline with a million things to do and explore.

The well-renowned Garden Route & Klein Karoo towns beckon the worldwide audience to sample the simple yet 
intoxicating, inviting yet thrilling beauty and encounters that are intertwined with a myriad of attractions inherent in 

its people, indigenous environment and culinary delights.

visitgardenrouteandkleinkaroo.com

http://www.visitgardenrouteandkleinkaroo.com/
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Gold
Coastat the

Sensational natural beauty, five-star accommodation, great food, award-winning farmers 
markets, offbeat coffee bars, and crystal havens are among the charms of the stretch of the 
Southern Cape that comprises the heart of the Garden Route. Here is where to go, and what to do, 
know, eat, and buy

The Sensualist’s Guide to the Garden Route

The Plettenberg
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A 
world-renowned stretch of forests, 

mountains, and oceans, interspersed 

with meandering coastal towns and 

villages, the Southern Cape is made for 

road-tripping, romance, and relaxation. Set 

your speedometer on slow for the sake of 

both your mood and your wallet (speed 

traps abound), take a deep breath, and get 

set to relax, recalibrate, and indulge.

FIRST… A DOUBLE-SHOT FLAT WHITE
If ‘coffee obsessive’ is your idea of a 

compliment, prepare to be impressed. The 

burgeoning caffeine culture along this coast 

includes independent roasteries, cute cafes, 

market stalls, and one of the best brews 

around from a garage-centre bakery. Order 

a double at these favourites:

•  Calarossa in George is a small, 

unpretentious spot that is loved for 

its big heart and prominent roast. 

Charming baristas and a committed 

owner add the X-factor.

•  Beans About Coffee in George roasts 

small batches of beans from around the 

world, and it supplies local restaurants, 

lodges, and hotels. Simply terrific.

•  The Green Shed Coffee Roastery in 

Wilderness is laid-back and Bohemian, 

with a gift and health food section, and 

an on-premises roastery. Unwind on 

the cushion-strewn daybed and enjoy a 

farmhouse meal or slice of cake under 

the trees.

•  île de païn in Knysna is an iconic 

artisanal bakery and café, loved for its 

glamorous setting, panache and the 

lovely breads that emerge from its 

wood-fired oven. Brilliant for a stylish 

breakfast, lunch, or tea, and, of course, 

always excellent for coffee.

•  Bread & Brew at the Crags’ petrol-stop 

shopping centre is not your average 

garage grab-and-go. The homey bakes 

here include terrific quiches and pies, 

and coffees that give many a trendy city 

joint a run for its money. Grab a take-

out on the run or relax in the seating 

area and playground at the back.

EAT, DRINK, UNWIND
Restaurants in this area range from 

bustling family favourites to small artisanal 

cafes, classic to Bohemian. Put these on 

your itinerary for breakfast, lunch or dinner.

•  SeaFood at The Plettenberg Hotel in 

Plettenberg Bay is a favourite with 

local and international travellers – 

a serene five-star setting, warm 

service, and gorgeous views of 

Formosa Bay. Ideal for a classy 

breakfast, luxurious lunch, or 

indulgent dinner. Standouts on the 

menu include the luscious Garden 

Route Salad, truffle oil French Fries, 

Mossel Bay sole, and the signature 

twice-baked cheese soufflé.

•  Enrico in Keurboomstrand is a local 

institution. The buzzy deck has 

incredible ocean views, while the 

atmosphere inside is warm, homely, and 

inviting. The menu is extensive, but the 

favourite is the signature Fish Enrico – 

fresh line fish cooked in olive oil, white 

wine, parsley, and garlic.

île de païn Wild Oats Community Farmers Market

Green Shed Coffee Roastery

île de païn
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île de païn

The Plettenberg
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•  Emily’s Restaurant at Emily Moon River 

Lodge in Plettenberg Bay is a dreamy 

destination, set between old trees and 

filled with treasures from the owners’ 

decades of travel in Africa, Asia, and 

Polynesia. Eat inside for bohemian 

romance, or alongside the lovely pool 

for great views.

•  101 Meade in George is a culinary gem, 

with sensational décor, smooth service, 

and sophisticated cuisine. A total do-

not-miss, from the cocktail menu at 

the stellar bar to the banquettes, private 

dining room, and show kitchen.

•  In the trendy Thesen Harbour 

of Knysna, Sirocco is set on the 

water’s edge, with a relaxed mood 

that is made for long lunches, sexy 

cocktails, and celebratory dinners. 

The menu includes Asian favourites 

like sushi, Mediterranean options like 

bouillabaisse, and popular standards 

like fillet.

•  The Bell Tavern at the historic Belvidere 

Manor is a quaint attraction, famous 

for being the smallest pub in Knysna. It 

is situated in a lagoon-side suburb so 

pristine it feels like a movie set. Think 

blackwood floors, yellowwood ceilings, 

a glass-fronted cellar, and pub meals 

alongside the wood-burning stove or at 

an outdoor table.

•  The Restaurant at the Newstead Lund 

Family Vineyards Wines in the Crags, 

combines outstanding wines and 

bubbles with lovely views. Everything 

on the small, seasonal menu is simply 

delicious, stylishly presented, and 

excellently served.

•  Nice Neighbour in Plettenberg Bay is 

the dreamchild of a talented husband-

and-wife team, and their enthusiasm 

shines through in this bright and 

airy place with its on-site baker. It 

is beautifully located, between the 

indigenous gardens and stylish stores 

of Old Nick Village, and the menu is 

fresh and eclectic. Eat in the airy barn 

or at pretty outdoor tables. Artworks 

on display are by local artists and are 

for sale.

TO MARKET, TO MARKET
The Saturday-morning Wild Oats 

Community Market is a Garden Route 

landmark. An award-winning platform for 

all things flavourful and organic, it has 

promoted local produce for 22 years. Go 

hungry to make the most of choices like 

hot breakfast, smoothies, sushi, snails, 

cakes, and pastries, and bring a cooler bag 

so you can take home farm-fresh fruits, 

veggies, dairy, and bakes. The standard is 

consistently high, but do make a point of 

visiting these stalls:

•  The Deli Delights Cheese Stand is an 

attraction all on its own, with a queue 

that attests to the owners’ superb 

selection and generous expertise.

•  Connie’s Rusks take a classic to 

new heights with luxe and inventive 

ingredients like chocolate, macadamias, 

dates, and cinnamon, as well as sugar-

free options.

•  The Brazilian Baker serves up creamy 

cakes, regional pastries, and million-

dollar smiles.

•  well, i am soaps are beautifully scented 

rough-cut blocks that feel fabulous and 

look stylish.

•  Cape Oysters is amazing for fresh and 

well-priced crustaceans that are adeptly 

shucked by the plateful while you wait, 

and served on enamel plates so that 

you can bliss out at a nearby table.

CALLING ALL SHOPPERS
Farmstalls and craft centres feature at 

regular intervals, and you will find jams, 

pickles, crafts, and souvenirs at Thyme 

and Again, Elephant Walk, and more. For 

specialised stores in special settings, visit 

these great nodes:

•  Old Nick Village, Plettenberg Bay, a 

beautifully restored and repurposed 

Cape Farm complex set in indigenous 

gardens. Old Nicks houses stylishly 

curated stores. Start with a meal at 

Nice Neighbour and then explore the 

collectables, aromatherapy products, 

handcraft and antiques at Ruby Soul 

Psychadelicatessen, the confectionary 

at Shautany Chocolatiers, and the 

exquisite crystals, magical tools and 

jewellery at Moonstone. 

•  Mungo Mill on the same premises is a 

wonderfully designed working mill and 

historic showcase, with an elevated 

The Plettenberg
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viewing deck. The adjacent store is 

packed with Mungo linen, from terrific 

tablecloths to luxe dressing gowns.

Visit the Wednesday market at Old Nick 

Village for organic food, craft, and a chance 

to soak up the relaxed atmosphere.

 •  Timberlake Village, Wilderness, with 

stone pathways, monkeys playing 

in the trees, and wooden cottages 

make for a rustic setting to shop for 

art, crafts, wines, leather accessories, 

clothing, and German deli goods. Set 

aside plenty of time to be enchanted by 

the treasure trove of expertly selected 

and explained crystals, spiritual tools, 

Boho jewellery, and imaginative gifts 

for children of all ages at The Faerie 

Gem Shop. Foodwise, you will find 

country-style dishes at Zucchini 

Restaurant, light meals and cakes at 

Pause Coffee Roastery, and seafood 

tapas at the Oyster Shack.

•  Scarab Village and Mosaic Village, 

and Outdoor Market, Sedgefield are 

situated alongside the Wild Oats Market, 

with permanent stores and lively stalls 

on Saturdays. You will find take-out 

and sit-down food options, with live 

music, and a wide choice of craft, art, 

jewellery, and gifts. Vegans, look out for 

the excellent speciality restaurant.

GET SET TO LUXURIATE
Plettenburg Bay regularly tops roundups 

of the most incredible beach destinations 

in the world. It is a formerly sleepy hamlet 

Wild Oats Community Farmers Market

Nice Neighbour 
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that is becoming a favoured resort for stylish 

travellers, chic socialites, cool surfers, hot 

honeymooners, and adventure-seekers 

alike. All of which makes the adage ‘location, 

location, location’ all the more poignant. 

Superb location plus a five-star rating, is 

where The Plettenberg Hotel comes into 

the picture. The 35 rooms of the boutique 

hotel range from standard to airy suites, 

with the Blue Wing for those in search of a 

private heated pool, terrace, entertaining 

areas, and two family-size villas. The spa, 

Sun Lounge and Sandbar are made for on 

the spot pampering and pleasure, while 

a five-minute stroll takes you up the hill 

to the shops, bars, and restaurants in the 

centre of town. The cultural, gastronomic, 

and adventure experiences of the area are 

within easy reach, too. However, the most 

memorable part of the location of The 

Plettenberg is its rare advantage of being 

set on a rocky headland right on the water’s 

edge. The views here take in miles of beach, 

Keurbooms Lagoon, and the Tsitsikamma 

Mountains. Plus, you can spot whales and 

dolphins pretty much all year round from the 

terrace and infinity pool, while the sea is a 

stroll away.

Some 30 years ago, this serene blue and 

white haven was the Look Out, a down-on-

its-luck one-star hotel. Near derelict, it took 

two years and the elegant and determined 

hand of an industry legend to create a 

landmark, and the recipient of a slew of Trip 

Advisor, Diners Club, and other international 

awards. Decades after she launched The 

Plettenberg, the hallmark attention to 

detail and personal attention of the late Liz 

McGrath is still very much in evidence – as 

is her recipe for a glamorous twice-baked 

cheese soufflé. The total effect? Wonderfully 

good for the mood.

“One of the best things I can hear is the 

sound of guests enjoying themselves – 

laughing, and chatting with our team,” says 

General Manager of the hotel, MJ Birch. 

Birch has worked in environments ranging 

from the bustling The Burner’s Hotel in 

London, to the Londolozi Private Game 

Reserve in the Bushveld. His experience 

ranges from bartending at the bottom of 

the professional ladder to taking care of 

Academy Award winners. 

The demand for family-style 

accommodation seems set to grow, along 

with the desire for privacy and romance – 

think experiences like dinner in the wine 

cellar or a tailor-made menu prepared and 

served in the privacy of your villa. Peace, 

quiet, nature, and wide-open spaces are the 

new luxuries – what could be more reviving 

than waking up to a breath-taking ocean 

view or taking a stroll on one of Plett’s five 

blue flag beaches?

“For travellers who want to bring their 

pets along, specially designated suites 

include dog beds, dog bowls, and dog 

menus. Let us not forget the turndown 

treats,” adds Birch. “After all, the dogs are 

also coming for a five-star experience!”

Text: Pnina Fenster
Images: Supplied

The Plettenberg
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With its variety of dense coastal forests, cliffs, gorges, valleys, and farmlands, the 
#KZNSouthCoast is the setting for the most incredible nature-based sporting activities, with 
mountain biking topping the list. Many well-maintained trails traverse the natural landscape, 
providing entry-level options for novices and extending to the more demanding courses for 
professional competitors.

Ten Epic Mountain Bike Trails

Two-Wheel
Fun on the 

#KZNSouthCoast

24 flycemair.co.zaSkyNews
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on the 
#KZNSouthCoast

“T
he natural beauty of the KwaZulu-

Natal (KZN) South Coast is one of 

the many reasons visitors are drawn 

here, and one of the ways to experience 

this nature and the local wildlife is by bike,” 

explained the CEO of Ugu South Coast 

Tourism (USCT), Phelisa Mangcu. “With our 

year-round sunny weather, the KZN South 

Coast has established itself as one of the top 

biking destinations in the country, with the 

annual sani2c and joberg2c mountain biking 

competitions passing through the region 

and finishing in Scottburgh.”

#KZNSOUTHCOAST  
MOUNTAIN BIKE TRAILS 

We take a look at some of the most 

popular mountain biking trails found in the 

Zulu Kingdom.

1. Rocky Bay Resorts

The mountain biking trails here include 

9 km, 12 km, 19 km, and 40 km courses and 

4 km, 6 km, 8 km, and 10 km running trails 

that are clearly marked. The trails are suited 

to cyclists of all levels.

2. Umdoni Park Trust Golf Club &  

Nature Reserve

This stunning nature reserve is 

home to a variety of trails that can take 

anywhere between 15 minutes and two 

hours, depending on the preference 

and endurance level of the cyclists. The 

trails wind around the Umdoni Park Golf 

Course, with the epic nine-day joberg2c 

finishing here.

3. Burry Stander Bike Park

Established in memory of the Olympic 

cyclist of #KZNSouthCoast, Burry Stander, 

this Umtentweni-based bike park was 

opened in 2014 to honour Stander and 

develop cycling among local youth. The 

bike park consists of a 2 km cross-country 

track or a 5 km farm track with an on-site 

Kiddies Zone and coffee shop.

4. Lake Eland Game Reserve

Lake Eland Game Reserve has a number 

of biking trails crossing four distinct 

ecosystems. Among the African wildlife, 

cyclists can enjoy quality mountain biking 

trails that include gorge rides and climbs.

flycemair.co.za
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5. ANEW Resort Ingeli Forest 

Found inland near Harding is the 

beautiful Ingeli Forest, an indigenous forest 

that consists of a variety of mountain biking 

(as well as hiking and running) trails. The 

cross-forest streams and waterfalls make for 

a genuinely invigorating cycle.

6. KwaNzimakwe Experience

Traversing the Mpenjati River Valley, the 

KwaNzimakwe multi-trails range from four 

to 22 km, with incredible views, wildlife, and 

birdlife. The trails are also suited to hiking, 

birdwatching and 4×4 excursions. Bookings 

are essential and can be made by contacting 

Victor Jaca on +27 63 072 1873.

7. Beaver Creek Coffee Estate

This Port-Edward-based biking 

destination is the Southernmost coffee 

estate in the world that has quality 

coffee to match its quality trails. For the 

children, there is the 400 m Chocochino 

Route around the coffee shop, followed 

by the 2.5 km Espresso Route through 

the Beaver Creek coffee fields. Finally, 

there is the advanced 8.5 km Stoney 

Creek Route through Beaver Creek and 

surrounding farms.

8. Clearwater Trail Centre

The Clearwater Trail Route is now 

accessible from Beaver Creek Coffee 

Estate & Café, which is marked as the trails’ 

official start/finish point. The trails are 

suited to mountain bikers, trail runners, and 

nature walkers of all abilities, for exercise, 

recreation, and education.

9. Umtamvuna Nature Reserve

This exquisite nature reserve, home to 

riverine forests and rocky cliffs, consists of a 

range of well-maintained biking routes.

10. Sweetdale Ventures

Ventures by Sweetdale has 120 hectares 

of beautiful coastal nature, thrilling 

adventures, and fun for the entire family. 

Among these are mountain bike trails, 

with the choice of a short 4.1 km ride or a 

strenuous 9.5 km ride with an elevation gain 

of 175 m.

Take the ride of your life on one of the 

incredible #KZNSouthCoast mountain 

biking trails. For more information about 

the trails and other events and activities 

on the #KZNSouthCoast, download the 

free ‘Explore KZN South Coast’ app from 

Google Play and the Apple store or #Visit 

www visitkznsouthcoast.co.za. USCT is also 

on social media – follow the ‘South Coast 

Tourism’ Facebook page, or @infosouthcoast 

on Twitter.

Text: Cara Giraudeau, Olivia Jones Communications
Images © Pexels.com & Ugu South Coast Tourism 
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T: +27 21 876 2494 • E: reservations@eat-oku.co.za • A: Heritage Square, 9 Huguenot Rd, Franschhoek • eat-oku.co.za

Oku Asian Eatery offers a South Eastern Asian culinary journey inspired 
by the Gili Islands. Join our two chefs, Darren Badenhorst and Ryan 
Shell, in an extraordinary gourmet experience promising authentic 
flavour, texture and visual delight. 

Bookings essential to avoid disappointment.
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Le Pommier is located on Helshoogte Pass, the main route between 
Stellenbosch and Franschhoek. The perfect base to explore this 
unique and most breathtaking region.

28 flycemair.co.zaSkyNews

Apple
Tree

Under the

Le Pommier 
Wine Estate

L
e Pommier – meaning ‘The Apple 

Tree’ in French – was once an apple 

orchard, and formed part of the 

300-year-old Zorgvliet farm during that 

time. Today, you will still find a couple 

of these apple trees scattered on Le 

Pommier. In 1692, Casper Wilders, an 

Austrian mercenary soldier who served 

in the Dutch East India Company, was 

granted the Zorgvliet farm, which sparked 

the beginning for Le Pommier.

The history of Le Pommier includes a 

lengthy list of owners since the 1600s. 

The restaurant – a shed for animal feed, 

back in 1916, was also a chicken run 

after that, while the guesthouse – now 

Le Pommier’s Country rooms – was the 

farm’s original homestead. 

ACCOMMODATION
Le Pommier Lodge boasts six suites, 

seven country rooms, and one self-catering 

unit. The first business here was a coffee 

shop known as “Die Banhoek Kombuis”.

In 1986, André Grobler (who owned Le 

Pommier at the time) and Glen Arum, built 

worker accommodation next to the dam; 

today, these are the Le Pommier Suites.

A wedding, conference and function 

venue was added in 2019, and true to 

Le Pommier’s style and brand, this was 

created to resemble a farmyard barn. The 

venue has 90-degree glass panels and 

sliding doors, to maximise the stunning 

view of the Simonsberg mountains.

Two additional hectares of Malbec and 

Cabernet Franc vineyards were planted in the 

surrounding areas of the new venue in 2020.

WINES
Pop into the wine tasting room to 

sample Le Pommier’s award-winning 

wines. You will find all the wines are made 

from grapes grown on the farm. The Le 

Pommier Jonathan’s Malbec was named 

after a very mischievous bull. Jonathan 

broke through a fence and into the 

vineyards in 2012 and consumed most 
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of the Malbec harvest, illustrating his 

excellent taste. 

Another favourite is the Le Pommier 

Angle Peur Cabernet Franc. The name 

“Angle Peur” pays homage to the history 

of the Banghoek area, and the influence 

of the French Huguenots who arrived in 

1688. Banghoek or “scary corner” was also 

known as “De Bange Hoek”. The old pass 

that ran through this area was dangerously 

steep, and was home to lions, leopards, 

and other wild animals. In 1972, the pass 

was rebuilt into the more scenic, winding 

road that it is today. 

Le Pommier’s “Mac” Cabernet Franc & 

Malbec blend pays homage to Mac van der 

Merwe, previous proprietor of Le Pommier 

wine farm. A lovely Le Pommier Sauvignon 

Blanc is also available for tasting, and is 

an excellent accompaniment on a hot 

summer day. The Le Pommier Rosé is a 

favourite among guests, and boasts several 

awards to prove the point. 

Le Pommier offers several interesting 

pairings that are subject to change. 

Le Pommier also offers wine tasting, 

including three Le Pommier wines; 

Sauvignon Blanc, Rosé and Mac – 

Cabernet Franc/Malbec blend. Jonathan’s 

Malbec and Angle Peur Cabernet Franc 

are not available for tasting, as they are 

limited releases, but are available for sale 

online, at the Le Pommier wine shop, or 

at the tasting room. 

Pairings for kids are also available. 

The wine tasting area is open seven 

days a week, excluding Christmas day and 

New Year’s Day.

RUSTIC DINING AT LE POMMIER
Le Pommier Restaurant is a cosy dining 

establishment specialising in traditional 

Cape cuisine. The a la carte menu offers 

something for everyone. Delight in a 

lingering breakfast, or enjoy a leisurely 

lunch on the terrace. For something a 

bit more special, why not take in the 

rustic ambience over dinner in one of the 

restaurant’s intimate nooks? During winter, 

you can enjoy your meals next to a cosy 

fireplace. The restaurant is child-friendly 

and boasts a kiddies’ play area outside.

SPECIAL EVENTS
Celebrate a special birthday, anniversary, 

or baby / bridal shower with beautiful 

scenery as your backdrop. Le Pommier 

Wine Estate is the perfect choice for a 

party with stunning views, great food, and 

superb wine. Le Pommier caters for both 

formal and informal events, conferences, 

weddings, and other celebrations.

The team at Le Pommier is well-known 

for their hospitality and friendly service, 

with some members having been part 

of the family for more than 30 years. Le 

Pommier invites you to enjoy all that this 

gem of the Stellenbosch Wine Route has 

to offer.

Contact Le Pommier
Call: +27 21 885 1269

WhatsApp: +27 64 642 3676
Email: gm@lepommier.co.za 

Website: www.lepommier.co.za
Twitter: twitter.com/LePommierWines 

Facebook: facebook.com/LePommierWines
Instagram: instagram.com/lepommierwines

Text: Nicola du Toit (edited by Bernie Hellberg Jr)
Images © Le Pommier Wine Estate
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Always designing with both practicality and aesthetics in mind, the co-founder and head of design 
of Lemon, Kevin Frankental, is constantly looking to achieve a balance – the sweet spot between 
decorative and useful that makes a piece worth investing in, and easy to live with. 

Comfort
Furniture

Lemon Introduces the Downing Sofa and Ashby Coffee Table

SkyNewsflycemair.co.za 33
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F
or the launch of its latest piece of 

delectably comfortable furniture, 

the Downing sofa, Lemon worked 

with long-time Lemon collaborator, Yaniv 

Chen of Master Studio, to create a piece 

that was all about comfort, while staying 

instantly recognisable as Lemon. “Over 

the last ten years or so, I have been seeing 

many very structured, quite clinical sofas – 

designed for minimal interiors, but not 

spaces that feel welcoming. While these 

have their place, when it comes to the 

interiors we love, the common thread is 

comfort,” says Frankental. 

With this as the goal, but keeping a 

sophisticated aesthetic in the back of their 

mind, they looked at how to find a happy 

medium. The starting point was, “what 

can we not easily find right now?”. “I like 

to home in on gaps in the market. Often, 

a product comes out of needing to design 

something I would personally like to have 

in my home or office,” says Frankental. 

Chen was a natural choice for this 

project – he enjoys pushing the design 

envelope and is an excellent counterpoint 

to Frankental. “Kevin has a strong sense of 
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what people want. I can sometimes work 

too much in an insular world where designs 

become over the top, and Kevin is always 

able to bring me down to earth and help 

‘productise’ them,” says Chen. 

PERSONAL TOUCH
Navigating the challenge of producing 

something sophisticated but, most 

importantly, comfortable, Chen and 

Frankental looked at what they liked 

personally. “For years, I have seen one 

incredibly structured sofa after another, 

and while they certainly have their place, 

they are just not what I want in my home. 

I fondly remember the sofas of my youth 

in the late 1980s and early 1990s, which 

welcomed this comfort. It coincided 

with the colour television arriving to the 

masses, which is a funny thought. Another 

inspiration was COVID-19, and the amount 

of time I spent on my sofa during lockdown 

paging through coffee table books. Every 

day I noticed another detail that could 

be improved – the filling, the incline, 

the depth, the curvature. Once I started 

drawing this ‘ideal’ sofa, the Downing was 

born, and I knew it was something I wanted 

to produce, and for people to enjoy,” 

Frankental adds. 

“Simply put, though, Chen’s design 

started with a pillow. We took the concept 

of a pillow – and looked at how it could 

be pushed and over-scaled to create 

a strong and slightly playful aesthetic,” 

Frankental says. 

To create a sofa that people want to 

sit on, Frankental and Chen looked at the 

structure. “What Yaniv did, which I really 

like, is he created a very structured frame 

for very loose 1980s-inspired cushions, 

which is a great combination. It is a sofa 

that does not take itself too seriously,” 

says Frankental. “Perfect in a home, but I 

also can imagine it in a nice commercial 

space, a place to get comfortable with 

your laptop.” 

Also being released now, the Ashby 

coffee table (an extension of the Ashby 

family of which the dining table was 

launched earlier this year) is a perfect 

complement to the Downing – simple, 

sophisticated, and easy to fit into 

most spaces. “I love the relationship 

between the Ashby and the Downing. 

The solid structured marble with the 

loose, unstructured feather pillows 

just makes for such a good contrast,” 

Frankental comments. “While aesthetically 

contrasting, however, their roots in the 

1980s links them on a deeper level. Of 

course, marble was a popular product in 

the 1970s and 1980s, so they marry well 

on that front,” says Frankental.

For more info, visit www.lemon.za.com.

About 
the Designers

Interior and product designer Yaniv 
Chen founded Master Studio in 2018. 

Since its inception, he has created 
a number of pieces for Lemon and 

conceptualised the design of two of 
its showrooms. His work spans retail, 
residential, and hospitality, and over 
the last two years, his projects have 
featured in numerous international 

publications and received wide 
acclaim. Chen draws on various 

historical periods for inspiration from 
the outset of each brief resulting in a 

consistent signature sense of nostalgia 
in every space or piece.

Kevin Frankental is a South African 
designer and the co-owner of 

Lemon. The particular fascination 
that Frankental has with furniture 

and graphic design and photography 
has informed Lemon’s journey, along 
with influences and inspiration from 
multiple eras, in particular the mid-

century period. The process Frankental 
follows, involves delving into the 

capabilities of different materials, and 
stretching their scope to consider 

new uses. He oversees product design 
and marketing, and has prioritised 

strong relationships with long-term 
collaborators – an integral part of his 
vision to serve as a platform for South 

African talent.
Text & Images: Supplied
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South Africa is renowned for its exceptional pot-still brandy. Double distilled in copper 
pot stills and aged in oak barrels is the way it’s been done for over 300 years. 
Considered a status symbol in many parts of the world, much like Cognac, no drinks 
trolley is ever complete without a bottle or two of the finest XO. For centuries brandy 
has captured the imaginations of many with its secret language and mysterious ways 
in which to drink it, making its pretentious nature limiting when trying to appeal to a 
younger audience.  

Splendour
A Snifter of Local

Musgrave Copper

38 flycemair.co.zaSkyNews
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S
outh Africa has been making brandy 

since the late 17th century, which 

is roughly when Cognac made 

its debut in France after the Dutch first 

introduced it to the Cape. But what many 

people don’t know is that brandy is an 

ancient category, and the distilling process 

has been experimented with since the 

Middle Ages, and quite possibly even as far 

back as before the birth of Christ. 

Traces of its production can be found 

in all corners of the globe, from California 

to Peru and even far-flung vineyards 

in Cyprus, Georgia, Canada, Mexico, 

Armenia, and Israel. Wherever one found 

a vineyard of fermented grapes, plums, 

berries, pears, apples, pineapples, and 

cherries, there would be alchemists, 

physicians and scientists experimenting 

with the distillation process. This included 

boiling, vaporisation and cooling the 

mists of the fermented wine, which would 

result in crude high alcohol spirits and 

possibly a type of brandy, as we know it 

today. Some of the first practitioners of 

this mysterious art are thought to be of 

Chinese and Indian descent. The use of 

pot stills is also an ancient tradition. They 

were often used for spiritual pursuits by 

alchemists in their search for magically 

powered potions or pathways to ether, 

and for medicinal elixirs to relieve 

40 flycemair.co.zaSkyNews

common ailments such as dyspepsia, 

arthritis and tooth and gum maladies.

IS COGNAC ALL THAT?
Over the years, a lot of fuss has been 

made about Cognac, and connoisseurs 

of the liquid gold will tell you while all 

cognacs are brandy, not all brandy can 

be called Cognac. But as history might 

reveal, France may not be the birthplace 

of ancient brandy after all. While they may 

have formalised its practice, and legally 

claimed the name due to the region 

where it’s produced, there are many other 

brandies in the world that have taken 

centuries to perfect, that one should be 

getting excited about.

This is especially true for South Africa. 

The French began producing brandy in 

the Cape around the time of Simon Van 

Der Stel, who found conditions like that of 

Cognac in France, only that South Africa’s 

wine-producing regions are warmer and 

dryer than Cognac, resulting in much 

higher sugar levels in the grapes used in 

the base wine for distillation. Cognac’s 

base wine usually contains around 8% 
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alcohol by volume (ABV) versus the 10% to 

12% ABV in South Africa. And roughly 95% 

of the wine distilled is made from Chenin 

Blanc or Colombard grapes, two varieties 

that are naturally high in acidity. Since 

sulphites can’t be used to preserve wine 

intended for distillation, the high acidity 

helps protect the wine from spoilage.

BUSTING THE STEREOTYPE
Even though South African brandy 

has been proven to be as good as any 

cognac, it still struggles with stereotypes 

and perceptions. That is, however, until 

the release of Musgrave Copper in 2018. 

Until then, the sector had little in the way 

of innovation to excite newcomers and 

to help change perceptions. What was 

once thought to be cheap and only for 

men, or best taken with cola, has been 

turned on its head. Founder of Musgrave 

Spirits, Simone Musgrave, partnered with 

South Africa’s largest brandy producers, 

Distell and Van Rhyns, to create two 

innovative, infused pot-still brandy blends 

– Musgrave Copper Vanilla and Musgrave 

Copper Black Honey.

It’s finally the shake up the sector 

needed, introducing a new genre that 

remixes the brandy category to play where 

Cognac has feared to tread and crafted to 

be the “Bourbon” of brandy.

Younger brandy drinkers have been 

looking for innovation, and Copper 

certainly delivers. It’s luxurious, disruptive, 

infused and made to mix. It’s a flavour-

infused brandy with subtle flavours and a 

distinctly African palate. Musgrave Copper is 

more aligned to the Cognac drinker than to 

a traditional brandy drinker, using the finest 

pot-still brandy with the added excitement 

of flavour infusion. It attracts a consumer 

who exists beyond the preconceptions of 

their gender, age, or race; they seek out 

the new. Musgrave Copper embraces a 

“remixing tradition”, bringing together some 

of the African continents most celebrated 

ingredients. With access to winter honey, 

collected by local communities within the 

national parks of Zambia, and vanilla from 

the Indian Islands around the coast of 

Africa, the blend makes for a sumptuous 

infusion that has elevated Musgrave Copper 

to the next level. 

Pushing boundaries of tradition 

also appeals more to a daring and 

sophisticated female market. The 2021 

Platter’s Wine Guide awarded Musgrave 

Copper Vanilla with four stars, while the 

Musgrave Black Honey received four-and-

a-half stars – a massive feat for a product 

that just launched. 

Simone describes Musgrave Copper 

as the brand that aims to “Act like 

cognac, talk like whisky, drink like 

brandy, spend like champagne, boom 

like gin, sell like vodka.”

For more about Musgrave Copper, visit 

www.musgravespirits.com or follow them 

on Instagram @musgravespirits.

Text & Images: Supplied

http://www.musgravespirits.com
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What makes Tesla’s approach to mastering autonomy significantly 
different from the approach of others, and yet so simple, is its humanlike 

design – based on the same principle and mechanism that humans have 
developed to negotiate the world over millions of years – passive vision 

without the need for active vision like Lidar and radar. 

VisionReal-time

Tesla’s Humanlike AI Vision System
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H
umans have a brain and two eyes that 

are used to great effect to negotiate 

a world littered with a multitude of 

obstacles, and for the most part, humans 

are quite adept at driving, which requires an 

accurate calculation of depth, velocity, and 

acceleration of objects in the most diverse set 

of circumstances. Clearly, humans manage 

pretty well with neither active photon 

generation, like Lidar and radar, nor with HD 

maps, plus humans function very efficiently in 

virtually any environment on earth. 

Tesla’s AI general vision system is very 

similar to the human vision system, using 

a neural network instead of a human brain 

and eight cameras instead of two eyes. Apart 

from the obvious, the significant difference 

is that a computer (neural network) does not 

get tired or distracted, and it can react much 

quicker than any human. Eight cameras that 

provide a consistent 360° surround-view 

also trumps human peripheral vision. In 

theory, and as seen in limited applications 

of Tesla’s Full Self Driving (FSD) application, 

Tesla’s AI general vision system seems 

capable of being superhuman.

In the recent 2021 Workshop on 

Autonomous Driving, Tesla’s Senior Director 

of AI, Andrej Karpathy, meticulously described 

Tesla’s approach to solving autonomous 

driving in his keynote address.

Unlike Waymo, Cruze, Mobileye and the 

remaining autonomous driving developer 

fraternity, Tesla abandoned both Lidar and 

radar in favour of a pure vision approach 

to solving autonomous driving, it refers 

to as Full Self Driving (FSD). In his address, 

Karpathy pointed out that those who rely 

on Lidar to accomplish autonomous driving 

first have to pre-map a specific route using 

Lidar sensors to create a detailed HD route 

map before deploying autonomous vehicles 

on it, whereas Tesla relies on vision only to 

perform the aforementioned task without 

the necessity for Lidar, pre-mapping using 

Lidar, or HD maps. Karpathy points out that 

using Lidar and HD maps essentially means 

that the autonomous vehicle is merely 

localising to the map, not to the environment 

in real-time. “The approach we take is vision-

based primarily, so everything that happens, 

happens for the first time in the car based 

on the videos from the eight cameras that 

surround the car. Everything’s happening at 

that time on that car, and we don’t have too 

much high definition,” explains Karpathy.

Karpathy highlights Tesla’s vision-based 

approach as more scalable and significantly 

more cost-effective than the Lidar/HD-

mapping approach. “It would be incredibly 

expensive to keep this (Lidar/HD-mapping) 

infrastructure up to date, and so we take 

the vision-based approach, which of course 

is much more difficult because we actually 

have to get neural networks that function 

incredibly well based on the videos. But once 

you get that to work, it’s a general vision 

system, and in principle can be deployed 

anywhere on earth,” he explains. Essentially 

Tesla is developing an AI general vision 

system, which, in turn, will be capable of 

solving autonomous driving – in any given 

environment, in the same manner in which 

humans drive with vision only.

Karpathy explains that Tesla’s vision 

system has evolved to become so accurate 

and reliable that it now leaves the other 

sensors, like Lidar and radar, in the dust. 

Explaining the reason for Tesla’s decision 

to remove radar from its sensor suite 

and instead rely on vision only, Karpathy 

references a Tweet from Elon Musk: “When 

radar and vision disagree, which one do you 

believe? Vision has much more precision, 

so better to double down on vision than 

do sensor fusion”. According to Karpathy, 

Tesla’s vision system is approximately 100 

times better than radar. “If you have a sensor 

(vision) that is dominating another sensor 

(radar), then the other sensor (radar) is 

actually holding it (vision) back and is really 

starting to contribute noise,” he explains.

As important as a sensor suite may be, 

whether it’s Lidar, radar, or cameras, the real 

heavy lifting requires a computer in the car 

to operate the neural networks, much like 

the human brain, to execute millisecond 

decisions based on millisecond recognition 

of objects and the calculation of depth, 

velocity, and acceleration. To that effect, 

Tesla possesses the fastest computer of any 

car in the world, and each Tesla model is 

shipped with Tesla’s proprietary FSD chip (two 

for redundancy).

The sensor suite and the computer running 

the neural networks in the car, even if perfect, 

continue to rely on a larger external computer, 

much like a mothership, if you will, which is 
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required to train the neural networks in the 

fleet. For this task, Tesla has constructed its 

own supercomputers, the third of which 

currently rates as the fifth most powerful 

computer globally, at least in terms of the total 

number of FLOPS. “Nvidia currently occupies 

the fifth spot with their Selene cluster, which 

has a very comparable architecture and a 

similar number of GPUs (4,480 versus our 

5,760, so a bit less),” says Karpathy.

Karpathy explains that to get a computer 

to respond to a new environment in a way 

that a human can respond, requires an 

immense data set and a colossally powerful 

supercomputer to train the neural networks 

in the cars using the massive data sets that 

the Tesla fleet produces daily. For this task, 

Tesla developed these supercomputers, the 

latest of which has 10 petabytes of “hot tier” 

NVME storage and operates at 1.6 terabytes 

per second.

AUTO-LABELLING BREAKTHROUGH
Thanks to this beast of a supercomputer, 

the Tesla AI team has achieved auto-

labelling, which is a real game-changer. This 

means that the supercomputer can now 

automatically label objects from millions 

of video clips captured by the worldwide 

fleet of more than one million Tesla vehicles 

equipped with a suite of eight cameras. 

Until now, large data sets required manual 

labelling, which is labour intensive and time-

consuming. Without auto-labelling, it would 

be virtually impossible to solve the AI general 

vision challenge.

In abolishing radar and moving to vision 

only, the goal of the Tesla AI team was to 

match the depth, velocity and acceleration 

predictions of radar, using vision alone. The 

challenge then was to get the neural network 

to predict depth, velocity and acceleration 

directly, with a very high level of fidelity, 

matching that of radar.

For that, they required a massive dataset 

of the depth, velocity and acceleration (as 

predicted using radar) on a large number 

of cars and a large enough neural network. 

Furthermore, the dataset needed to be 

extensive (with millions of videos), clean 

(labelled data: depth, velocity, acceleration), 

and diverse (substantial edge cases, not mere 

tedious/repetitive scenarios).

Over four months, the Tesla AI team made 

use of its supercomputer to train the neural 

network in shadow mode within the Tesla 

fleet for seven rounds, accumulating more 

than one million video clips of approximately 

10 seconds each and labelled six billion 

objects with accurate depth, velocity and 

acceleration, all of which takes up a mind-

boggling 1.5 petabytes of storage. The result 

is a vision-only system without the use of 

radar in cars. As Elon Musk would have it, the 

best part is no part.

As impressive as Tesla’s new 

supercomputer may be, it is currently only 

the development prototype version of Tesla’s 

neural network training computer called 

“Dojo”, which Elon Musk has been alluding to 

since Tesla’s Investor Autonomy Day in March 

2019, and is still in its development phase. In 

the interim, Tesla owners can expect to see 

iterative development of Tesla’s FSD, released 

via periodic over-the-air updates to the entire 

Tesla fleet. 

In theory, Tesla’s anthropomorphic 

approach appears logical and seems to be 

the only path to solving AI general vision and 

general autonomy. In practice, it is several 

orders of magnitude more difficult to solve 

without the use of Lidar, HD mapping, and 

radar as training wheels. Still, Musk and 

Karpathy are correct in asserting that AI general 

vision is the only possible solution to true 

autonomy, without the need for HD mapping 

and localising to a map, as opposed to dynamic 

and ever-evolving real-world environments. 

In the process, Tesla may be sacrificing the 

first-to-market opportunity, with the likes of 

Waymo and others likely to be first to market 

with a limited solution, determined by the 

constraints of Lidar and HD Mapping. Long 

term, provided that Tesla can solve the AI 

general vision problem, Tesla could dominate 

much more than just the autonomous vehicle 

market, because AI general vision is one of 

the pillars of Artificial General Intelligence. 

Solve that, and the world is your oyster.

“If you have a large, clean, diverse dataset, 

and you train a large enough neural net on 

it, what I’ve seen, in practice, in the words 

of Ilya Sutskever, is ‘success is guaranteed’,” 

Karpathy concludes.

Text: Wilhelm Loots
Images © Tesla
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Africa’s first-ever Marine Protected Areas Day ignites a global movement to protect the oceans.

Our Oceans
Caring for

Marine Protected Areas Day 2021
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1 
August 2021 marked the first annual 

Marine Protected Areas (MPA) Day 

celebration with a series of well-

coordinated events reaching more than a 

million people across the globe. Organised by 

an alliance of ocean-conservation partners, 

MPA Day highlighted the value of these 

unique areas, not only to the ecosystem but 

also to the surrounding communities.

“Leading the MPA Day Alliance has 

been the most rewarding thing that I have 

done for many years,” said Dr Judy Mann, 

Conservation Strategist at SAAMBR (South 

African Association for Marine Biological 

Research). “Our weekly meetings were 

filled with lively discussions and great 

ideas that were translated into actions 

through our incredible team. Despite 

working without a budget, everyone was 

committed to raising South Africans’ 

awareness of MPAs. We exceeded my 

greatest hopes for the day through these 

activities - and 2021 was just the start! 

I’d like to extend an enormous heartfelt 

‘thank-you’ to the team.”

THE ROLE OF MPAS
South Africa has 41 MPAs that make up 

only 5.4% of the ocean and coast around our 

beautiful country. In the same way that nature 

and game reserves protect the terrestrial 

plants and animals, MPAs serve to protect 

the ocean’s inhabitants, several of which 

are threatened with extinction. MPAs play a 

significant role in safeguarding spawning and 

nursery areas that allow for resource recovery 

to counteract rampant overfishing. They 

provide safe havens for marine life to thrive, 

and to mature into adulthood.

The result of well-managed MPAs offers 

valuable support to adjacent fisheries, 

assistance in job creation, the facilitation of 

healthy marine animals, improved ecological 

resilience to climate change, and the provision 

of vital information that contributes to research.

However, this can only be achieved if 

more awareness about MPAs and their vital 

role is created. To accomplish this, the MPA 

Alliance - including SAAMBR, Two Oceans 

Aquarium, Flow Communications, Olivia Jones 

Communications, Dyer Island Conservation 

Trust and WILDOCEANS (a programme of the 

WILDTRUST) – established MPA Day, which 

consisted of a series of enlightening events.

WHAT HAPPENED ON MPA DAY?
Around 200 people tuned into the MPA 

Day webinar, with live crossings to four 

of South Africa’s MPAs. Conservationists 

discussed the MPA ecosystems, as well as 

the historical and traditional significance of 

the areas. Several MPAs – including Aliwal 

Shoal on the KZN South Coast – also hosted 

events and activities for local visitors, both 

new and returning.

uShaka Marine World in Durban and Two 

Oceans Aquarium in Cape Town put on some 

magnificent displays. At the same time, clothing 

company AQTIVwear sponsored a clean-up 

of Mouille Point in the Table Mountain MPA. 

Schools were also not forgotten, with great 

interactive lessons presented to Sodwana Bay 

Primary pupils. The MPA Day was ended with an 

interactive Twitter chat (@MPAsSA1) hosted by 

the MPA Day Alliance members, with generous 

support from several influencers. Using this 
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platform, they discussed MPAs and answered 

questions about the significance of these vital 

ocean game reserves. 

THE MPA DAY FUN CONTINUES
To capture the moment, a photography 

competition allowed photographers of all 

ages and skill levels to showcase their talent. 

Photographs at many South African MPAs 

were submitted in three categories: Scenery, 

Creatures, and Activities. Photos may be viewed 

at www.marineprotectedareas.org.za/mpa-day.

The youth-inspired group, Youth4MPAs 

(in partnership with WILDOCEANS, 

supported by World Surf League PURE, The 

Pew Charitable Trusts and Oceans 5), also 

brought together African youth from all 

walks of life to engage with global marine 

experts in the first-ever virtual African Youth 

Summit that took place during August. The 

summit aimed to mobilise African youth by 

encouraging them to take ownership of the 

global 30x30 MPA target with an African 

perspective. More information is available at 

www.africanyouthsummit.com.

“MPA Day was just a way to kickstart 

an ongoing awareness drive that fosters 

a lifelong appreciation for our oceans,” 

said Helen Lockhart, Communications 

& Sustainability Manager at Two Oceans 

Aquarium. “The reality is, without our 

contribution towards ocean conservation, 

most of the marine life faces an uncertain 

future. And without a healthy marine 

ecosystem, we, too, face an uncertain future. 

MPA Day comes at a critical time for future 

generations, and we look forward to more 

proactive engagements like this!”

JOIN THE CONVERSATION
Discussions continue on social 

media. Simply follow MPASouthAfrica on 

Facebook, @MPAsSA1 on Twitter, and @

marineprotectedareassa on Instagram.

For more information about South Africa’s 

MPAs, visit www.marineprotectedareas.org.za.

Text: Supplied
Images © Pexels.com & Supplied

http://www.flycemair.co.za
http://www.marineprotectedareas.org.za/mpa-day
http://www.africanyouthsummit.com
http://www.marineprotectedareas.org.za
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iLobola
Contemplating

A Solo Exhibition by Ceramic Artist, Zizipho Poswa
Earlier this year, Southern Guild presented iLobola by ceramic artist Zizipho Poswa. The 
exhibition – the debut solo of Poswa – included ten iconic sculptures made from hand-
coiled clay combined with cast bronze. This artist’s work is gaining significant international 
attention with a recent acquisition by the Philadelphia Museum of Art, two years after the 
Los Angeles County Museum of Art (LACMA) bought a pair of sculptures.
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i
Lobola, the inspired exhibition by rising 

star sculptor, Zizipho Poswa, paid 

homage to the spiritual offering at the 

heart of the ancient African custom of 

lobola, or bride-wealth: the cow. Whereas 

traditionally, the family of the groom would 

gift a certain number of cows to the family 

of the bride after a process of negotiation 

between the two parties, in more recent 

times, the animals are often replaced by a 

monetary payment – leading the practice 

to be viewed as more commercial in nature. 

“This obscures the primary purpose of 

lobola,” says Poswa – “that of ukwakhiwa 

kobuhlobo, the building of relations 

between the two families.”

“During the negotiation process, the 

families truly get to know each other. They 

talk about what bonds the couple together 

and even identify potential pitfalls to the 

marriage. When the couple faces problems 

down the line, they have this safety net to 

turn to. I think it is a beautiful structure that 

brings stability,” Poswa says.

Lobola also raises questions about 

whether it disempowers and objectifies 

women, but Poswa unapologetically 

overrides this perception, choosing to 

celebrate strength and sensuality in her 

work. The ten sculptures in iLobola reach 

up to two metres high – her biggest yet – 

each embellished with a pair of massive 

bronze horns that pierce the air. Their 

voluminous bases take the form of huge 

conical teardrops, undulating gourds or 

giant barrels that invite anthropomorphic, 

or human-like associations.

Like some of the earlier works by 

Poswa, this series straddles figuration and 

abstraction, employing an intuitive vocabulary 

of shape, colour, and texture. Her artistic 

practice revolves around aspects of Black 

female identity in current-day South Africa, 

paying homage to the sacrifices of mothers, 

positing the importance of sisterhood, and 

celebrating intact cultural spaces – such as 

the traditional African hair salon – where 

Western influence has remained at bay.

PERSONAL HISTORY
Born in 1979 in Mthatha in the Eastern 

Cape, Poswa studied surface design at the 

Cape Peninsula University of Technology 

(CPUT). She draws on this knowledge to 

amalgamate the visual stimuli she encounters 

in her daily life into a simplified pattern 

language. In 2006, she and fellow ceramicist, 

Andile Dyalvane, opened their studio, Imiso 

(meaning “tomorrow”) Ceramics.

Distinct from her more functional 

ceramics for Imiso, the large-scale sculptural 

works that Poswa makes for Southern 

Guild explore her personal experience and 

heritage. Her first significant series paid 

tribute to the practice of umthwalo (load), 

in which rural women carry heavy bundles 

of wood, buckets of water, or parcels on 

their heads, often walking long distances 

on foot. Her subsequent series, Magodi, 

looks to the sculptural forms of traditional 

African hairstyles, such as the Bantu knot 

and dreadlock, and the central role that hair 

salons play as a meeting place for women. 
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Each work is named after a family member or 

close friend, giving vivid, physical form to the 

support network of the artist.

INTERNATIONAL INTEREST
The ceramics of Poswa have attracted 

strong interest from international collectors 

and can be found in important private and 

corporate collections in South Africa and 

around the world. Her Ukukhula series 

was acquired by the Los Angeles County 

Museum of Art (LACMA) in 2019. She 

was also included in the Female Design 

Council’s all-women exhibition Deeper 

Than Text at the 1stdibs Gallery in New York 

City during NYCxDESIGN. Southern Guild 

has presented her work at Design Miami/, 

The Salon Art + Design in New York, and 

PAD London. For more information, visit 

www.theguildgroup.co.za.

Text: The Guild Group
Images © Southern Guild/Adriaan Louw

http://www.theguildgroup.co.za
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Perched high above the African plains in the Mountain Kingdom of Lesotho, Afriski Mountain Resort 
is Africa’s most thrilling winter destination. But don’t be fooled; during the summer months, Afriski 
transforms itself into a green fields adventure zone for young and old alike.

Blast
Have a

All Year Round
Winter or Summer, Afriski Mountain Resort has it All
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A
friski Mountain Resort’s name conjures 

playful images of snow-capped peaks, 

whooshing down powdery pistes, and 

sipping red wine by an open fire. Yet, there is 

more to this mountainous wonderland than 

just skiing. 

SUMMER AT AFRISKI
If you have never considered Afriski as 

a summer destination, then you’re missing 

out on half of the fun that this favourite 

destination has to offer. Warmer weather may 

melt the snow and replace its blinding white 

with a green grassland carpet, but it also 

leaves behind a network of trails that link the 

peaks and valleys of the surrounding Butha-

Buthe’s waterfalls and views.

The great outdoors doesn’t get any better 

than this, and the views from one of Africa’s 

highest resorts are genuinely spectacular. 

During the summer months, you can tackle the 

terrain on foot, on a mountain bike or Enduro 

bike, or in your 4×4, whichever way you 

choose, you’ll find that the Maluti Mountains 

will inspire you to rise to the occasion.

JOIN IN THE FUN
Afriski offers fun activities for everyone. 

Whatever you’re into, the mountains during 

summer offer daring thrill-seekers, as well 

as the less adventurous, the experience 

of a lifetime. The trails, cliff faces, lakes 

and winding mountain roads add up to an 

unbeatable outdoor playground. Get better 

at doing what you love and create new 

memories with your running, riding and 

adventure buddies.

Fun is a serious business at Afriski, and their 

outdoor guides are always on hand to ensure 

that you get expert advice on the best trails and 

most challenging sections. They even operate 

the resort’s 1,000m T-Bar lift all summer long 

(when 10 or more persons book, on specific 

weekends, and weather permitting) to get you 

and your MTB to where you want to be.

Along with plenty of opportunities for 

adrenaline-charged adventures, there are 

also more relaxing (but no less rewarding) 

ways to enjoy life at 3,222m. Spend a few 

quiet hours fly-fishing, or hike to one of 

the viewpoints for panoramic vistas of the 

Mountain Kingdom and beyond.

GEAR UP FOR WINTER
When the seasons turn, and the sun makes 

her annual retreat, it’s time to dust off the 

skis, haul out your snow boots, and suit up 

for three months of snow-fueled fun on 

the slopes of Southern Africa’s number one 

skiing destination. 

Whether you’re a seasoned pro or 

new to the wonderful world of skiing and 

snowboarding, Afriski’s thrilling winter sports 

menu has something for every level of 

ability. For beginners, all you need is a sense 

of fun and the expert guidance of Afriski’s 

professional ski instructors. The intermediate 

and professional Afriski slopes offer an even 

more rewarding experience if you’re more 

proficient on the slopes.

MORE THAN A RESORT
Being passionate about all things skiing, 

snowboarding and, well, just the snow 

experience in general, is the motivation 

behind everything at Afriski. To ensure that 

the Afriski experience matches what is on 

offer in other countries, the Afriski team has 

visited most of the world’s top ski resorts, 

to bring home the lessons that they have 

learned, and to adapt them to the unique 

circumstances in Lesotho. The result is 

a world-class ski village, with a distinctly 

African feel.

By day, skiers and revellers bring the Afriski 

slopes to life, with first-timers and seasoned 

pros making the most of the daylight and 

snow gear rental during their stay. Activities 

for kids are just as important as those for 

adults, and Afriski’s Pudi Club lets your kids 

have just as much winter fun as everyone 

else. For kids, the day begins with a Pudi 

Club welcome for parents and kids in the Sky 

Restaurant. Pudi (the world’s only mountain 

goat on skis) and the Pudi Club team will 

keep your kids entertained for as long as 

you’re on the slopes. 

KEEP IT FRESH
As snowfall can be unpredictable even in 

the dead of winter, Afriski has added modern 

African snowmaking facilities. Designed to 

give Mother Nature a bit of a helping hand, 

the giant snowblowers ensure that all visitors 

to Afriski can enjoy a full day of fun on the 

slopes between 9 am and 4 pm. 

World-class ski lifts, experienced 

instructors, and even trained paramedics who 

are on standby to ensure every day remains 

serious incident-free, make it possible for you 

to enjoy the kind of experience for which you 

would otherwise have to travel overseas. 

Once the boards and skis are packed 

away for the day, it is time for some Après 

Ski activities – the ice-cold mountains (and 

some ice-cold Maluti Lagers) setting the 

scene for new friendships to be formed and 

new memories to be made.

For more info on Afriski Mountain Resort, 

or to make a reservation, visit www.afriski.net.

Text: Bernie Hellberg Jr
Images: Supplied

http://www.afriski.net
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A: Leeu Estates, Dassenberg Road, Franschhoek | P: 021 492 2222

E: reservations@lechene.co.za |  W: www.lechene.co.za

A PARTNERSHIP OF 
EXCELLENCE

Le chêne forms part of award-winning chef Darren 
Badenhorst’s portfolio of fine dining restaurants. Nestled 

in the glass observatory dining room in the Manor House 
of the five-star Leeu Estates, Le chêne offers a selection 

of two or three course dining experiences in true French 
style. Here, amidst the scenic gardens of Leeu Estates and the 

majestic mountains of Franschhoek, a preeminent estate and a chef 
extraordinaire share a vision of delighting the palette and enticing 

the senses cultivated from mother nature’s kitchen.

https://lechene.co.za/restaurant/
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in Time...
A Stitch 

As businesses count the cost of the Covid-19 pandemic, as well as the recent political 
upheaval, it is increasingly evident that planning for the unforeseen has to be a core 
strategy for any business to survive the crises that are yet to come.

Preparing Today’s Businesses for the Crises of Tomorrow
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T
here are plenty of post-pandemic 

buzzwords that businesses are using 

more often than before. Read almost 

any business article, and the terms “agile”, 

“resilient”, and “business continuity” will most 

likely appear. Because if there is one thing 

that businesses have learned over the last 

year and a half, it is that they must plan for 

the future to survive.

We’ve witnessed first-hand how 

unexpected events can impact revenue, 

resources, and team performance. Planning 

for the future may seem like an impossible 

task in these uncertain times, but having a 

plan will ensure that you’re resilient enough 

to weather tough times and remain relevant 

for years to come. To be ready for tomorrow, 

companies need to act today. 

WHAT WE KNOW
According to McKinsey, future-ready 

companies share three characteristics: they 

know who they are and what they stand for, 

they operate with a fixation on speed and 

simplicity, and they grow by scaling up their 

ability to learn, innovate, and seek good ideas 

regardless of their origin. 

In this article, we speak with industry 

experts to determine what advice they 

would give to businesses looking to plan 

for the future.

PLAY THE LONG GAME
According to Shaune Jordaan, Co-

founder & Chief Commercial Officer at 

Hoorah Digital, agencies that succeed will 

be those that understand the importance 

of playing the long game and accounting 

for the variables that come with it. “If you 

want to do more than merely survive in 

the advertising industry, it is essential to 

take a long-term strategic view. It’s not 

about beating the competition, because 

tomorrow there will be new competition, 

but always looking to the long-term 

goals that ensure sustained growth and 

relevance,” says Jordaan. 

“In advertising, this means constantly 

engaging with human behaviour, seeking to 

understand what makes people tick, which in 

turn requires a keen awareness of social and 

cultural trends and nuances.”

THE CUSTOMER IS THE BUSINESS
It is essential to understand your customer 

and their changing needs. Online retailer, 

Teljoy, a business with a 50-year history, has 

learned a few things about the importance of 

the customer. 

“The customer is our first priority,” 

says Teljoy CEO, Jonathan Hurvitz. “More 

than profits or beating the competition 

or being the first to market, it’s about an 
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acute understanding that the customer is 

the business. Second, change is constant 

in business, and if you accept that, it 

becomes easier to think about long-term 

sustainability because you know there will 

be bumps in the end.

“The nature or extent of the problem may 

change, and the circumstances within which 

we offer our solutions may change, but it’s 

ultimately about connecting customers to 

solutions,” says Hurvitz.

UPSKILL AND RESKILL
It is vital to surround yourself with a 

skilled workforce that can adapt to change 

in uncertain times. Fostering a culture 

of learning will help you prepare for 

unforeseen challenges.

According to McKinsey, up to 375 

million workers will need to change 

occupations by 2030. McKinsey also 

predicts that in about 60% of professions, 

at least one-third of the constituent 

activities could be automated, implying 

substantial workplace transformations and 

changes for all workers.

“It’s important to recognise the 

importance of the workforce generational 

shift, “says Edmund Dueck, VP of Sales 

EMEA at Liferay. “Engaging millennials, 

reskilling the workforce, and investing 

in corporate learning are all new and 

significant considerations that will continue 

to be relevant. 

“Upskilling and reskilling are vital for a 

highly competitive and evolving business 

environment, making them both critical 

elements of a powerful business strategy that 

is future-proof”.

HAVE AN INFINITE MINDSET
Build it with an infinite mindset rather than 

a short-term outlook to make your business 

more robust and more stable. “Businesses 

with an infinite mindset exchange short-term 

goals for those of achieving a lasting, positive 

impact on the world,” says Aisha Pandor, co-

founder and CEO of SweepSouth. 

In the book The Infinite Game, author 

Simon Sinek explains that businesses with a 

finite mindset play to beat the competition, 

with a “profits at all costs” approach. 

They’re often focused on the now and 

haven’t mapped out a long-term vision with 

strategies to achieve their objectives. 

“In contrast, businesses with an infinite 

mindset play the long game, with a focus on 

the future and remaining relevant for as long 

as possible. It takes courage to lead with an 

infinite mindset because success might not 

show immediately. Yet, if you adopt it as a 

corporate strategy, you will build a stronger, 

more stable, innovative, and inspiring 

company. For inspiration, look at companies, 

organisations and individuals who embrace 

this ethos,” says Pandor. 

PLACE PEOPLE FIRST
The current pandemic crisis shone 

a spotlight on exactly what not to do, 

with many businesses facing consumer 

backlash for solely focusing on their 

profits despite the worldwide suffering 

taking place. At Radisson Hotel Group, 

the leadership team knew that it would be 

their reaction to the pandemic that would 

define them as a business during the crisis 

— as well as when the world emerged on 

the other side. This is why they kept their 

doors open throughout the various stages 

of lockdowns.

“The focus of our motivation was always 

our team,” says Tim Cordon, Senior Area 

Vice President Middle East & Africa, Radisson 

Hotel Group. “Underpinning our decision 

to continue operating our hotels is the 

acknowledgement that they are crucial to 

the success of any establishment. Simply put, 

and I am sure it is the same for every other 

business, a hotel might be run in an exquisite 

and expensive building, but the people who 

make things work and breathe life into the 

hotel — the team — make the experience for 

the guests.”

As such, the Radisson group invests 

significant time in selecting and developing 

their team members, then empowering 

them with the correct tools to get on with 

their jobs. As Cordon puts it: “We have long 

espoused a brand ethos that prides itself on 

its culture and people-first approach, and 

it was important that we choose integrity, 

inculcating a genuine culture of ‘every person 

matters’, from the top down.”

PLAN FOR TOMORROW
While we all hope that we will not be faced 

with another pandemic in the near future, 

it is nonetheless critical to prepare for the 

possibility of a new crisis, whatever it may 

be. To ensure the long-term survival of your 

business, there is no better time than now to 

begin making plans for the future.

Text: Supplied
Images © Unsplash.com & Supplied

Aisha Pandor, CEO of SweepSouth Shaune Jordaan, Hoorah Digital Jonathan Hurvitz, Teljoy CEO
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Captain
The Compact

When Volkswagen introduced the rather odd-looking (by 2021 standards) first-generation 
Tiguan in South Africa in 2008, there was little evidence of the SUV segment’s significant 
role in the global motor industry in the decade following. In its third generation, however, 
the Tiguan is all grown up, and its sharp design and new technological highlights continue to 
make it one of SA’s favourites.

VW Tiguan Makes its SA Debut
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T
iguan is a global success story for 

South Africa’s number one passenger 

car brand. Having sold over six million 

units worldwide since launch, and over 

41,000 units in this country in the same 

period, the Tiguan has evolved to become 

the best-selling medium SUV here last year, 

with 4,280 units sold and a 16.2% share of its 

particular segment.

There are several reasons for the Tiguan’s 

success here and abroad. At the core of it, 

the German-made Tiguan, which is sold 

here, is a specimen of Volkswagen’s overall 

engineering competence.

LINE ‘EM UP!
Volkswagen has overhauled and simplified 

its Tiguan offering. Now, the model range 

is offered in three specification lines and 

with two engine options. As the entry point, 

the base derivative Tiguan (no suffix) ships 

standard with features such as 17” Montana 

alloy wheels, LED headlights, leather multi-

function steering wheel, cruise control, and a 

new eight-speaker infotainment system. 

Three engine options (two petrol and a 

turbodiesel that will be available from the end of 

2021), with power outputs ranging from 110 kW 

to 162 kW, are carried over from the previous 

model. The entry-level car is offered with VW’s 

superb 110 kW 1.4 TSI petrol mill, which, even 

in base model guise, benefits from a six-speed 

DSG gearbox that sends the car’s 250 Nm of 

available torque to the front wheels. A top speed 

of 200 km/h and zero to 100 km/h sprint time 

of 9.2 seconds is claimed for this engine.

The second- and third-tier spec lines 

– Tiguan Life and Tiguan R-Line – also get 

this 1.4-litre TFSI engine. The Life derivative 

adds several interior and exterior features to 

the base model’s already notable standard 

features list. From the ground up, the wheels 

are upgraded to 18” Frankfurt alloys, and 

cornering lights are added to the LED set-up. 

Inside there is Climatronic air conditioning, 

park distance control at the front and rear, 

and an electric tailgate that makes for easy 

hands-free opening and closing. Optional 

alloy wheels on the Tiguan Life include 18” 

Nizza and 19” Victoria Falls designs.

The Tiguan R-Line stands at the top of 

the range and is the only derivative also 

offered with a choice of 2.0-litre- petrol 

or turbodiesel engines. Standard features 
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include the R-Line exterior package, 19” 

Valencia alloy wheels, ambient lighting with 

30 interior lighting options, Vienna leather 

seats with the R-line logo in the two front 

seats, Active Info Display, infotainment 

system with App Connect, a multi-function 

steering wheel with touch and swipe actions, 

and keyless entry. Optional alloy wheels on 

the R-Line derivative are the 20” Suzuka alloy 

wheels in chrome and black.

POWER HUNGRY
While the 1.4-litre petrol engine is offered 

in R-Line spec, the range-topping Tiguan can 

also be had with 130 kW of power from the 

end of the year. The only diesel engine in the 

Tiguan range sends 380 Nm of torque to the 

drive wheels via a seven-speed DSG gearbox to 

reach a top speed of 207 km/h. It will manage 

the zero to 100 km/h sprint in 8.3 seconds.

The most powerful engine in the Tiguan 

model range is the 2.0-litre turbo petrol with 

its power output of 162 kW and torque of 

350 Nm. Taking just 6.5 seconds to complete 

the zero to 100 km/h run, this 4Motion all-

wheel-drive version is significantly quicker 

than its diesel-powered kin and has a rated 

top speed of 225 km.

ALL THE BELLS & WHISTLES
The Tiguan will come with a host of new 

interior features – a new steering wheel with 

touch controls is among the key interior 

highlights. VW has significantly simplified the 

interior by digitalising the air conditioning 

system with touch sliders and touch buttons. 

While I mourn the loss of tactile controls, 

there is no denying the overall elegance and 

simplicity of the cabin. A first for the Tiguan 

and the Volkswagen model range is the 

addition of an optional premium Harmon 

Kardon sound system, with a 16-channel 

amplifier, eight speakers and a subwoofer.

One of the striking new exterior features 

of the Tiguan includes the redesigned front 

bumper. The bonnet is more concise in its 

appearance, and the new radiator grille with 

LED headlights is also wider. On that note, 

the Tiguan’s optional new IQ.LIGHT – LED 

matrix headlights – features 22 individual LEDs 

per headlight, and is by far the most brilliant 

lighting system on any Tiguan before it.

Should you wish to personalise your Tiguan 

further, additional optional features include a 

panoramic sunroof, trailer hitch, Black Style 

Package (black roof rails and decorative trim), 

black exterior mirror housing, privacy glass for 

the rear windows, head-up display, Harmon 

Kardon sound system, area view camera 

system with Park Assist, IQ Drive Package 

(Adaptive Cruise Control, Lane Assist, Park 

Assist and Autonomous Emergency Braking), 

and the Trailer Manoeuvring System that 

includes Park Assist.

There is no denying that the enhanced 

Tiguan is a visual feast that is also the 

smartest compact SUV that Volkswagen has 

produced to date. Few match its overall build 

quality and genuine premium feel. But there 

is equally little argument that all its virtues 

come at an equally premium price-point, and 

the question must be asked if this upward 

mobility will nudge some buyers elsewhere. 

That said, the Tiguan is unlikely to lose its 

status as the best-selling SUV in its segment 

in this country – South Africans know a good 

thing when they see it, and in the case of the 

new Tiguan, they’re likely to buy it as well.

Text: Bernie Hellberg Jr
Images © Volkswagen South Africa
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5G
Business

&
The Future, the Present & the Channel Opportunity

As the 5G roll-out gains momentum, opportunities abound for businesses in the IT channel and beyond.
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T
here was a time, not so long ago, 

when 5G was only talked about in 

relation to “the future”. But as the 

first 5G networks are deployed worldwide, 

with higher bandwidth and faster speeds, 

applications such as high-definition video, 

ultra-low latency gaming and advanced 

telemedicine are already being enabled. 

The so-called “channel” presents several 

new opportunities, and by channel, we 

mean a route to market that involves 

working with distributors, partners and 

resellers. What opportunities are emerging 

in the channel, and what considerations 

should we bear in mind?

Covid-19 has changed most things, 

but in the case of our relationship with 

technology – certainly in the IT channel 

– it has been more accelerant than 

catalyst. As such, we see demand for more 

sophisticated products, more deployment 

friendly solutions, more edge use case 

applications and prefabricated edge or data 

centre solutions. The channel is ideally 

placed for that because it’s got the breadth 

of the region to scale, take advantage of 

stock distribution, and move things forward. 

But even the friendliest edge-ready 

solution has many moving parts requiring 

the partner to work more closely with the 

vendor and take advantage of the tools, 

configurators and practical support that a 

partnership should offer.

What does this mean for the roll-out 

of 5G? Ericsson is ready to offer secure 

on-site connectivity with its private 5G 

network. Deutsche Telekom and partners 

have successfully trialled the world’s first 

5G voice over new radio (VoNR) call. But if 

we already see tangible examples of 5G’s 

application, realistically, we must have only 

just scratched the surface.

Let’s look at edge computing and 5G. The 

use cases are almost endless, as illustrated in 

Vertiv’s whitepaper on the subject: Turning 

on 5G: Using Edge Archetypes to Identify 

the Most Mature Use Cases. Everything from 

smart security to smart cities, digital health; 

automated cars; drones; extended reality – all 

have the potential to be accelerated by 5G. 

As the primary enabler of 5G networks, edge 

computing has to be considered one of the 

most critical technologies of the next decade.

This should go some way to explaining 

how 5G will become the foundation for many 

emerging technologies. In particular, Artificial 

Intelligence (AI) is set to propel businesses 

into an era of data awareness, and 5G will 

play a critical role in realising this vision. Yet, 

for businesses to reap the full benefits of this 

technology, AI cannot be solely located in the 

data centre. Instead, it needs to be located at 

the site, where the data is generated, within 

the business. As a result, the demand for highly 

secure, private 5G networks has increased 

to provide the data sovereignty and privacy 

needed for effective remote operations.

5G REACHES FURTHER
As a global community, we are 

increasingly mindful of sustainability and our 

impact on the planet. Even here, 5G is widely 

recognised as being more energy-efficient 

than 3G or 4G, the power required to 

transmit data is concerned. According to new 

research with STL Partners, 5G networks can 

be up to 90% more efficient per unit of traffic 

than their 4G predecessors. However, 5G 

deployments will increase to fully propagate 

the technology, meaning that overall energy 

consumption is set to rise and that telco 

companies will be under scrutiny on energy 

sourcing and management.

There is a strong business case for 

channel partners, too. Indeed, as businesses 

decentralise and move towards smaller, 

more local data centre facilities, they will 

be looking to leverage 5G to increase data 

processing speed and decrease latency. For 

partners, this means there is considerable 

scope for selling the critical infrastructure 

to support data processing on a local scale 

and offer simplified, modular and self-

managed solutions to accommodate 5G 

networks. Approaching the edge through 

three types of application – legacy, 

geographic and dynamic – will be key here.

Possibly buoyed by its recent success, 

Ericsson predicts that 5G will penetrate 

every market globally by 2026, and has 

acknowledged that 5G expansion has been 

rapid. Notably, 5G subscriptions with capable 

devices grew by more than 70 million during 

the first quarter of 2021, reaching 290 

million. What’s more, Ericsson predicts that 

there will be 580 million 5G subscriptions 

by the end of the year. But whether one 

chooses to look at the numbers or the 

multitude of potential applications for 

5G technology, one thing is clear: the 

channel opportunity is vast, and it must be 

seized sustainably. It’s time for IT channel 

businesses to lead from the front, engage 

the market, and build on an ecosystem of 

expert partners to steer and mentor the 

distributed computer revolution.

For more info, visit www.vertiv.com.

Text: Giordano Albertazzi (President, Vertiv EMEA)
Images © Unsplash.com & Supplied

Giordano Albertazzi

http://www.vertiv.com
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MoneyManaging Virtual

“Go digital or go dark”: Companies that fail to heed this advice, irrespective 
of sector, run a significant risk in the age of technological revolution. 

Three Reasons Why Financial 
Services Need to Accelerate Digital

C
onsumers prioritise convenience and 

will often not see the need to step 

out of their houses to use a service 

that could be achieved with a few taps on 

their phones. Add to that a pandemic that 

has led to even further restrictions, and 

the need to embrace digital ways of doing 

business becomes more evident. 

Historically, digital transformation 

has been a process that happens over 

several years. COVID-19 has dramatically 

accelerated that timeline. Companies were 

forced to adapt to survive, with financial 

services having to evolve quicker than 

most. That’s because every business relies 

on payments, and if financial services 

companies do not accelerate digitally in 

2021, they will not be able to compete. 

It’s crucial to recognise that digital 

transformation has become a necessity 

for a good business strategy. This article 

explores why digital financial services need 

to be digitised and provide tips to help with 

the transition to digital. 

1. MEET EVOLVING CUSTOMER NEEDS
With customers increasingly expecting 

convenience and on-demand services, 

going digital is essential if businesses are to 

thrive and meet expectations. 

Businesses must prioritise providing 

a superior customer experience -- but 

the key focus for delivering on-demand 

services is simply to be available for your 

customers when they need it. Why is this 

important, though?

While prospects or customers may 

have a positive opinion of your brand or 

company based on their first impressions 

or initial experiences, what matters is 

the ability for your business to continue 

to stand out from the competition. With 

the rise of fintech startups and other 

financial organisations embracing digital 

transformation, a key differentiating factor 

is to meet customers where they are and 

continue to be present as an option for 

future services within the financial industry. 

2. ADAPT TO INCREASING  
REGULATORY COMPLEXITIES 

Regulation of the financial services 

industry has undergone dramatic changes. 

What started as a response to the global 

financial crisis, bank failures, government 

bailouts, and investor losses, has now 

increased compliance spending by 60%.

One of the primary goals behind these 

changes is to promote financial stability 

by increasing financial transparency and 

de-risking financial systems. Additionally, 

introducing strict capital requirements and 

restrictions on certain business activities 

offers increased consumer protection and 

prevents market abuse. 

These increasing regulatory complexities 

highlight the need for financial services 

companies to accelerate digitally to 

monitor risks and adapt more efficiently. 

3. MEET REQUIREMENTS FOR 
CYBERSECURITY AND DATA PRIVACY
With the recent implementation of 

the Protection of Personal Information 

Act (POPIA), customers now have greater 

control of their data. 

Financial services providers, such 

as banks, need to be accountable in 
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the digital space and are witnessing 

a revolution in data privacy and 

cybersecurity. In order to stay ahead of the 

new requirements, financial institutions 

must undergo digital transformation.

TRENDS TO GET YOU STARTED IN THE 
DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION JOURNEY
Mobile banking - Mobile banking has 

fundamentally changed how banks and 

financial institutions function. It is only 

expected to grow further, and it is an 

essential service to offer in 2021 and beyond 

Blockchain - This is the advancement 

that we will be talking about in years 

to come. Not many companies have 

adapted to blockchain technology, but it 

is gaining momentum and is expected to 

play a crucial role in digital payments, loan 

processing, and other processes 

Big data - Big data can serve customers 

by curating services based on the insights 

gathered. Financial firms can use machine 

learning and advanced analytics to process 

data and generate insights 

Automated wealth management - These 

are essentially wealth bots. This AI uses 

algorithms to calculate ideal investments, 

loans, interest rates, etc.

Financial technology (fintech) - Financial 

technology has been present longer than 

we realise, with ATM and credit cards falling 

under this classification. However, this has 

now expanded to include tools such as 

customer service chatbots, expenditure 

trackers, and online banking tools.

IMPROVING CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE
Customer experience has a significant 

impact on how well financial services 

are received. While it can be influenced 

by a range of factors, including UX/UI, 

colour palettes, and ease of use, customer 

experience boils down to two things: 

accessibility and user-friendliness.

ASK YOURSELF THESE QUESTIONS
 • Is my service easy to find?

 •  Is it an option for people making 

transactions in popular marketplaces?

 •  Are the features of the service easy to 

navigate through? 

 • Is the interface pleasing to look at?

The answers to these will determine 

whether your financial services  

meet consumers’ expectations for 

customer experience.

Why is digital transformation crucial for 

the financial services industry? 

With the increasing levels of competition 

in the financial services industry, it’s difficult 

to imagine a financial landscape without 

it going digital. The number of fintech 

companies has continued to rise faster than 

ever, regulatory complexity is at an all-time 

high, and businesses are constantly being 

pushed to innovate digitally.

Despite its share of challenges, 

undergoing digital transformation will play 

a significant role in your business strategy 

and ensure that you’re future-proofing your 

business to ensure long-term success.

Liferay makes software that helps 

companies create digital experiences on 

web, mobile and connected devices. For 

more information on how Liferay can assist 

your business, visit www.liferay.com.

Text: Greg Gatherer (Account Manager, Liferay)
Images © freepik.com

http://www.liferay.com
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World renowned local chef and restaurateur, Darren Badenhorst, now extends his culinary 
brilliance to Tuk Tuk Microbrewery in Franschhoek. Chef Darren invites you to “park off 

for a pint” and indulge in an exciting and fresh offering to what has become a landmark in 
Franschhoek, South Africa’s Capital of Cuisine.

+27 21 492 2207  •  reservations@tuktuk.co.za  •  14 Huguenot Rd, Franschhoek, 7690

Monday to Sunday: 11h00 to 21h30

https://tuktuk.co.za/
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Stepping
Out Do We Need to Walk 

10,000 Steps a Day?
When it comes to being fit and healthy, we’re often reminded to aim to get our 
recommended “step count” in every day. This can be a frustrating target to achieve, 
especially when we’re busy with work and other commitments. Most of us know by now 
that the count of 10,000 steps is recommended everywhere as a target to achieve – and 
yet, where did this number come from?
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T
he 10,000 steps a day target seems 

to have come about from a trade 

name pedometer sold in 1965 by 

Yamasa Clock in Japan. The device was 

called “Manpo-kei”, which translates 

to “10,000 steps metre”. This was a 

marketing tool for the device and has 

seemed to have stuck across the world 

as the daily step target. It’s even included 

in daily activity targets by popular 

smartwatches, such as Fitbit.

Research has since investigated 

the 10,000 steps a day target. The fact 

that some studies have shown this step 

target improves heart health, mental 

health, and even lowers diabetes risk, may, 

to some extent, explain why we have stuck 

with this arbitrary number.

In ancient Rome, distances were 

measured by counting steps. In fact, the word 

“mile” was derived from the Latin phrase mila 

passum, which means 1,000 paces – about 

2,000 steps. It’s suggested the average 

person walks about 100 steps per minute – 

which would mean it would take a little under 

30 minutes for the average person to walk 

a mile. So, for someone to reach the 10,000 

step goal, they would need to walk between 

four and five miles a day (around two hours 

of activity).

But while some research has shown 

health benefits at 10,000 steps, recent 

research from Harvard Medical School has 

shown that, on average, approximately 

4,400 steps a day is enough to lower the 

risk of death in women significantly. This 

was when compared to only walking 

around 2,700 steps daily. The more steps 

people walked, the lower their risk of dying 

was before levelling off at approximately 

7,500 steps a day. No additional benefits 

were seen with more steps. Although it’s 

uncertain whether similar results would 

be seen in men, it’s one example of how 

moving a little more daily, can improve 

health and lower the risk of death.

While the World Health Organization 

recommends adults get at least 150 

minutes of moderate-intensity physical 

activity per week (or 75 minutes of 

vigorous physical activity), research also 

shows that even low-intensity exercise can 

improve your health – though moderate-

intensity exercise improves it to a greater 

extent. This means your steps throughout 
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the day can contribute to your 150 minutes 

of target activity.

Activity can also help mitigate the harms 

of sitting down for long periods. Research 

has shown that people who sat for eight or 

more hours every day had a 59% increased 

risk of death compared to those sitting less 

than four hours per day. However, they also 

found that if people did 60-75 minutes per 

day of moderate-intensity physical activity, 

this seemed to eliminate this increased risk 

of death. Therefore, potentially undertaking 

brisk walking could help mitigate the adverse 

effects of sitting for too long.

Recent research at the University 

of Texas has also demonstrated that if 

you’re walking fewer than 5,000 steps a 

day, your body is less able to metabolise 

fat the following day. A buildup of fat in 

the body can also increase a person’s 

likelihood of developing cardiovascular 

disease and diabetes. This is further 

supported by previous research, which 

shows people who walked less than 

4,000 steps a day could not reverse this 

decreased fat metabolism.

Increasing physical activity such as 

step count reduces your risk of death 

by improving your health, including 

lowering the risk of developing chronic 

illnesses such as dementia and certain 

cancers. In some cases, it helps improve 

health conditions such as type 2 diabetes. 

Exercise can also help us improve and 

maintain our immune system. However, 

based on the current research out there, 

it appears that getting 10,000 steps a day 

isn’t essential for health benefits – half that 

target seems to be beneficial.

If you want to increase how many steps 

you get daily or simply want to move more, 

one easy way to do that is to increase your 

current step count by about 2,000 steps a 

day. Other easy ways to move more daily 

include walking to work if possible or taking 

part in an online exercise programme if 

you’re working from home. Meeting with 

friends for a walk – rather than in a cafe or 

pub – can also be helpful. And, given that 

even small amounts of physical activity 

positively affect your health, taking regular 

breaks to move around if you’re working at 

a desk all day will help you to easily slot in 

more physical activity.

Text: Lindsay Bottoms: Reader in Exercise and Health Physiology, 
University of Hertfordshire / www.theconversation.com
Images © macrovector & pikisuperstar / www.freepik.com
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De Havilland Dash-8 Q400/Q300

CemAir fleet

Mitsubishi CRJ-100/200

Mitsubishi CRJ-900

De Havilland Dash-8 100

Beechcraft 1900D

Manufacturer: Mitsubishi

Model: CRJ-900

No. of aircraft: 1

Maximum cruising speed: 

Mach 0.82 / 871 km/h

Engines: General Electric CF34-8C5

Range: 1,350nm / 2,956km

Maximum altitude: 41,000’

Seating capacity: 90 Passengers 

Crew: 4 Crew

Wing span: 81’ 7” / 24.9 meters

Overall length: 119’ 4” / 36.4 meters

Overall height: 24’ 7” / 7.5 meters

Minimum runway length: 1,778 meters

Manufacturer: Mitsubishi

Model: CRJ-100/200

No. of aircraft: 12

Maximum cruising speed: 

Mach 0.81 / 860 km/h

Engines: General Electric CF34-3A1

Range: 1,946nm / 3,620km

Maximum altitude: 41,000’

Seating capacity: 50 Passengers 

Crew: 3 Crew

Wing span: 69’ 7” / 21.2 meters

Overall length: 87’ 10” / 26.8 meters

Overall height: 24’ 5” / 6.2 meters

Minimum runway length: 1,918 meters

Manufacturer: De Havilland

Model: Dash-8 Q400

No. of aircraft: 1

Maximum cruising speed: 

360 knots / 667 km/h

Engines: PW150A

Range: 1,360nm / 2,520km

Maximum altitude: 25,000’

Seating capacity: 78 Passengers 

Crew: 4 Crew

Wing span: 93’ 3” / 28.4 meters

Overall length: 107’ 9” / 32.8 meters

Overall height: 27’ 5” / 8.4 meters

Minimum runway length: 1,425 meters

Manufacturer: De Havilland

Model: Dash-8 Q300

No. of aircraft: 2

Maximum cruising speed: 

295 knots / 545 km/h

Engines: PW123A

Range: 1,107nm / 2,050km

Maximum altitude: 25,000’

Seating capacity: 50 Passengers 

Crew: 3 Crew

Wing span: 90’ / 27.4 meters

Overall length: 84’ 3” / 25.7 meters

Overall height: 24’ 7” / 7.5 meters

Minimum runway length: 1,150 meters

Manufacturer: De Havilland

Model: Dash-8 100

No. of aircraft: 1

Maximum cruising speed: 

269 knots / 497 km/h

Engines: PW120A

Range: 1,000nm / 1,800km

Maximum altitude: 25,000’

Seating capacity: 37 Passengers 

Crew: 3 Crew

Wing span: 84’ 11” / 25.9 meters

Overall length: 73’ / 22.3 meters

Overall height: 24’ 7” / 7.5 meters

Minimum runway length: 800 meters

Manufacturer: Beechcraft

Model: 1900D

No. of aircraft: 9

Maximum cruising speed: 

284 knots / 525 km/h

Engines: PT6A-67D

Range: 1,400nm / 2,500km

Maximum altitude: 25,000’

Seating capacity: 19 Passengers 

Crew: 2 Crew

Wing span: 57’ 11” / 17.6 meters

Overall length: 57’ 10” / 17.6 meters

Overall height: 14’ 10” / 4.6 meters

Minimum runway length: 1,000 meters
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